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ten year, they collaborated extensively, experimented theatrically,
and gradually expanded Overlie,s Six Viewpoints to both nine
Physical Viewpoints (Spatial Relationship, Kinesthetic Response,
Shape, Gesture, Repetition, Architectue, Tempo, Duation and To-
pography) and Vocal Viewpoints (pitch, D),namic, Accelera-
tion/Deceleration, Silence and Timbre).

Over the past twenty years, Viewpoints training has ignited
the imaginations of choreographers, acto6, directors, designe$,
dramaturgs and wdte6. While the Viewpoints are now taught all
over the world and used by many theater artists in the rehearsal
process, the theory and its application are still relatively new. The
questions arise frequently: What exactly is Viewpoints? What ex-
actly is Composition?

CHAPTER 2

VIEWPOINTS AND
COMPOSITION:
WHAT ARE TH EY?

\ /iewpoints, Composition: What do these terms mean? The fol-
V lowing definitions reflect orl understanding and use ol them.

Even in the context of the work of such pioneer as Mary Overlie
and Aileen Passtoff, it is impossible to say where these ideas actu-

ally odginated, because they are timeless and belong to the natu-

ral principles of movement, time and space. Over the yeals, we

have simply articulated a set of names for things that already exist,

things that we do naturally and have always done, with greater or
lesser degrees of consciousness and emphasis.

VIEWPOINTS

d Viewpoints is a philosophy translated into a technique for
(1) training performers; (2) building ensemble; and (3) cre-

ating movement for the stage.
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tr Viewpoints is a set of names given to certain pdnciples of
movement through time and space; these names constitute
a language for talking about what happens onstage.

tr Viewpoints is points of awarcness that a performer or creator

makes use of \.Yhile working.

We work with nine Physical Viewpoints, within Viewpoints of
Time and Viewpoints of Space. The bulk of this book focuses on
the Physicat Viewpointsf though Vocal Viewpoints, which we de-

veloped later, are addressed in Chapter 9. The Vocal Viewpoints
are specifically related to sound as opposed to movement. Physical

and Vocal Viewpoints overlap each other and constantly change in
relative value, depending on the artist or teacher and/or the styte

of the productlon. The Physical Viewpoints are:

Viewpoints of Time

TEMPO

The rate of speed at which a movement occu$; how fast or slow
something happens onstage.

D U RATIO N

How long a movement or sequence of movements continues. Du-

ration, in terms of Viewpoints work, specifically relates to how
long a group of people working together stay inside a certain sec-

Uon of movement before it changes.

KINESTHETIC R ES PO NSE

A spontaneous reaction to motion which occurs outside you; the
timing in which you respond to the external events of movement
or sound; the impulsive movement that occurs flom a stimulation
of tie senses. An example: someone claps in front of your eyes and
you btink in response; or someone slams a door and you impul-
sively stand up from your chair
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REPETITION

The repeating of something onstage. Repetition includes (1) I fer-

nal Repetition (repeating a movement within your own body); (2)

External Repetition (repeating the shape, tempo, gesture, etc., of
something outside your own body).

Viewpoints of Space

SHAPE

The contour or outline the body (or bodies) makes in space. Atl
Shape can be broken down into either (1) linesi (2) curves; (3) a
combination ol lines and curues.

Therefore, in Viewpoints traininS we create shapes that are

round, shapes that are angular, shapes that are a mixtue of these t!vo.

In addition, Shape can either be (l) stationaq5 (2\ moving

through space.

Lastly, Shape can be made in one of three forms: (1) the body
in space; (2) the body in relationship to architecture making a

shape; (3) the body in relationship to other bodies making a shape.

GESTURE

A movement involving a part or parts of the body; Gesture is
Shape with a beginning, middle and end. cestffes can be made

with the hands, the arms, the legs, the head, the mouth, the eyes,

the feet, the stomach, or any other part or combination of parts

that can be lsolated. Gesture is broken down into:

1. BEHAvtoRAL GESTURE. Belongs to the concrete/ physical

world of human behavior as we observe it in our everyday re-

ality. It is the kind of gesture you see in the supermarket or
on the subway: scratching, pointing, waving, sniffing, bow-
ing, saluting. A Behavioral Gesture can give information
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about character, time period, physical health, circumstance,

weathet clothes, etc. It is usually defined by a person's char-

acter or the time and place in which they live. It can also

have a thought or intention behind it. A Behavioral Gesture

can be further broken down and worked on in terms of fjti-
vate Gesture and Public Gesfule, distinguishing between ac-

tions performed in solitude and those performed with
awareness of 01 proximity to others.

2. EX p REssrvE G ESTU RE, Expresses an inner state, an emotion/ a

desire, an idea or a value. It is abstract and symbolic rather

than representational. It is universal and timeless and is not
something you would normally see someone do in the su-

permarket or subway. For instance, an Expressive Gesture

might be expressive of/ or stand for, such emotions as "ioy,"
"grief" or "anger." Or it might express the inner essence of
Hamlet as a given actor feels him. Or, in a production of
Chekhov, you might create and work with Expressive Ges-

tues of or &r "time," "memory" or "Moscow."

ARCHITECTURE

The physical environment in which you are working and how
awareness of it affects movement, How many times have we seen

productions wherc there is a lavish, intricate set covefng the stage

and yet the actors remain down center, hardly explodng or using

the su[ounding architecture? In working on Architecture as a

Viewpoint, we learn to dance with the space, to be in dialogue
with a room, to let movement (especially Shape and Gesture) evolve

out of our surroundings. Architecture is broken do\,!Tr into:

1. soLID MAss. Walls, floors, ceilings, fuiniture, windows, doors,

etc.

2. TEXTURE. Whether the solid mass is wood or metal or fabric

will change the kind of movement we $eate in relationship

to it.
3. LrcHT. The sources of light in the room, the shadows we

make in relationship to these sources, etc.
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4. coloR. Creating movement off of colors in the space, e.9.,

how one rcd chair among many black ones would affect our
choreography in relation to that chair.

5. souND. Sound oeated by and ftom the architecture, e.9., the
sound of feet on the floor, the creak of a door, etc.

Additionally, in working with Architectue, we create spatial meta-

phors, glving form to such feelings as I'm "up against the wall, "
"caught between the cracks," "trapped," "lost in space," "on the
threshold," "high as a kite," etc.

SPATIAL R E LATIO N SH IP

The distance between things onstage, especially (1) one body to
aoother; (2) one body (or bodies) to a group of bodies; (3) the body
to the architecture.

What is the full range of possible distances between things

onstage? What kinds of groupings allow us to see a stage picture

more clearly? Which groupings suggest an event or emotion, ex-

press a dynamic? In both real life and onstage, we tend to posi-

tion ouselves at a polite two- or three-foot distance from someone

we are talking to. When we become aware of the expressive possi-

bilities of Spatial Relationship onstage, we begin working with less

polite but more dlrramic distances of extreme proximity 01 extreme

separation.

TOPOGRAPHY

Tltre landscape, t}].e tloor pattem, t}].e desigz we create in movement
through space. In defining a landscape, for instance, we might
decide that the downstage area has great density, is difficult to
move through, while the upstage area has less density and there-
fore involves more fluiditF and faster tempos. To understand
floor pattern, imagine that the bottoms of your feet are painted

red; as you move through the space, the picture that evolves on
the floor is the flooI pattern that emerges over time. In addition,
staging or designing for performance always involves choices
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about the size and sfuape of the space we work in. Fol example, we

might choose to work in a narow three-foot stdp all the way

downstage or in a giant tdangular shape that coven the whole

floor, etc.

COMPOSITION

Composition is a method for creating new work.

Composition is the practice of selecting and aranging the

separate components of theatrical language into a cohesive

wolk of art for the stage. It is the same technique that any

choreographet paintet w ter, composer or filmmaker uses

in their co esponding disciplines. In theatet it is witing on

yout feet, wltl]. othe$/ in space and time, using the language

of theater.

composition is a method for generating, defining and de-

veloping the theater vocabulary that witl be used for any

given piece. ln Composition, we make pieces so that we can

point to them and say: "That worked," and ask: "Why?" so

that we can then articulate which ideas, moments, images,

etc., we will include in oul production.

tr Composition is a method for revealing to ou$elves our hid-

den thoughts and feelings about the material. Because we

usualty make Compositions in rehearsal in a compressed pe-

riod of time, we have no time to think. Composition pro-

vides a structure for working from our impulses and

intuition. As Pablo Picasso once said, making art is "another

way of keeping a diary."
rtr Composition is an assiSnment Siven to an ensemble so that

it can create short, speciflc theater pieces addressing a

paticular aspect of the work. We use Composition during

rehearsal to engage the collaborators in the process of

generaung their own work around a source. The assiSnment

will usually include an ovelall intention or structure as well

as a substantial list of ingredients which must be included

in the piece. This list is the raw material of the theater

VIEWPOINTS AND COMPOSITION: WHAT ARE THEYI

language we'll speak in the piece, either pdnciples that are

useful for staging (symmetry verus asymmetry, use of scale

and perpective, iuxtaposition, etc.) or the ingredients that

belong specifically to the Play'World we are working on

(obiects, textures, colors, sounds, actions, etc.) These

ingredients are to a Composition what single words are to a

paragraph ot essay. The creator makes meaning through

their arrangement.
!] Composition is a method for being in dialogue with other art

forms, as it borrows from and reflects the other arts. In Com-

position work, we study and use principles ftom other disci-

plines translated for the stage. For example, borrowing from

music, we might ask what the rhythm of a moment is, or

how to interact based on a fu8ue structue, or how a coda

functions and whether or not we should add one. Or we'll

think about film: "How do we stage a close-up? An estab-

lishing shot? A montage?" And we'tt ask: "What is the equiv-

alent in the theater?" In apptying Compositional pdnciples

from other disciplines to the theater, we push the enveloPe

of theatdcal possibility and challenge ourselves to create new

forms.

tr Composition is to the creator (whether director, wdter, per-

former, designe! etc.) what Viewpoints is to the actor: a

method for practicing the alt.

E

tr
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Feedforward and feedback

This preliminary session intoduced two poles of experience and
energy that need to be calibrated and shatpened: feedfonvard and
feedback.

Feedforward 1s an outgoing energy that anticipates th€ ne_
cessity for action. Playing voueyball, for example, demands an in-
tetse use of feedforwald as the ball whizzes around the space.

Feedba.ck is t,ae ltformation and sensation that one receives
as the reflrlt of an action. Whereas, in a sporting event, the energy
of feedforward is ptedominantly what the onlookeB connect to, in
a theater event it is also the energy of. feedbackthat engages us, As
a viewer in a sports arena, we will most likely be interested in the
anticipation of the next action. As a viewer in the theater, not only
are we caught up in that suspense but additionally, and even more
powelfully, we invest in the event through our empathy with the
actors' expedence. Through our identifcation *,ith this exped-
ence, the theater becomes a place of acute aliveness to both the
drama of what has happened and to what ryill happen next.

CHAPTER 5

INTRODUCING THE
INDIVIDUAL VIEWPOINTS

l-he individual Viewpoints should be introduced separately,
I wilh most, if not all, of the participant,s attention on the

specifi catly named Viewpoint.
You'll find overlaps and connections between the separate

Viewpoints. An especiatly open group of participants will often
jump ahead or add on even before you,ve inhoduced the next
Viewpoint. This happens natually, of course, because Viewpoints is
already in the body. Slowing the ptocess down and forcing the
group to maintain conscious focus dudng the beginning stages

produces greater range and Enesse later on. If too many View-
points are layered on too quickly no single one can ever be ex-
plored with enough depth.

As each Viewpoint is individually introduced, information
accumulates. First, we isolate awareness of that particutar View-
point, then add another to it. Each Viewpoint is, in tum, dealt
with on its own terms, then added to what has alreadv been
inyestigated.
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Leaming the individual Viewpoints is like leaming to iug-
gle. First there is only one ball in the air, then a second is added,

then a third, a fourth, and so on-how many balls can you keep
in the at before they all drop? When introducing the individual
Viewpoints, pay attention to when the balls stat to drop. you

might discover that a group of participants needs to practice a par-
ticular Viewpoint over time before it is able to add another with-
out completely losing awareness of the frrst.

At the same time, it is most effective to introduce most, if
not all, Viewpoints in a single session. Rather than getting stuck on
any one Viewpoint, allow the frrst session to be messy and con-
fusing and exhilarating and overwhelming. Go back to the basics
of the indiyidual Viewpoints in the first several sessions after the
group has gleaned an overall sense of how Viewpoints works.

TEMPO

Tempo is a good Viewpoint with which to begin when introduc-
ing Viewpoints individually.

In working on Tempo the focus is not on wh.rf the action is

bot on hovl fast ot srow the action is performed: awarenes s of speed.

To work on Tempo in isolation, you can choose almost any action
(extending an arm, waving to someoner tuming your head) and
experiment with performing it in different tempos.

1. Choose one action, with a clear beginning and end.
2. Repeat it several times, making sure the form is exact and re-

peatable.

3. Perform the action ln a medium tempo.
4. Pedorm the action in a fast tempo.
5. Peform the action in a slow tempo.

EX ERCIS E l:TEMPO, THE BAS ICS

INTRODUCING THE INDIVIDUAL VI€WPOINTS

Be aware of how the action of changing tempos alte6 the mean-

ing of the physical action. Ior example, I am sitting at a table and

I rcach my right hand out about a foot across the table' Most ac-

tions, when initially performed without thought or context, will
occltr in a medium tempo. so let's say this is the tempo at which I

extend my hand.) I then perform the same action fi6f. Then srolv.

What verbs are implied by performing the same action at different

speeds? The medium pethaps implies "to touch" ol "to retdeve,"

whereas the fast action is maybe "to 8rab" or "to protect," and the

slow maybe "to seduce" or "to sneak." Similarly, the fasf tempo

makes me feel desperate, the slow makes me feel scared, and the

medium makes me feel . . . well, nothing at all. This is one of the

gifts of Viewpoints: by applying each Viewpoint, especially in its ex-

tremes, we invite something to happen.

As with all the Viewpoints, TemPo can be practiced both for

its own sake (to increase awareness and range of Tempo) or as a

tool to increase overall expressivity or iump-start a moment or

scene. It's like someone who tifts weiShts in the gyrn-he miSht in-

crease the weiSht simply for the sake of it, or he miSht increase

the weight so that he can lift heavier obiects at home or work' A

performer miSht practice faster and faster tempos so that when

s/he is onstage s/he can call on that tempo with more conscious-

ness and ease.

EXERCISE 2: SWITCHES OF TEMPO

This exercise will help increase the individual's awareness of the er-

tremes of Tempo, in which s/he might not ordinarily operate. It
will expand range and develop the individual's ability to shift in
and out of exteme tempos instantly and unexpectedly

1. Have the group stand in a circle (this is Topography, a View-

point of Space). Each pe6on should be an arm's length

apart fuom the person on either side (this is Spatial Rela-

tionship, another Viewpoint of Space). Make sure the group

is in soE fo6rs, Perhaps do some simple movement exercises
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in unison (lifting an arm together, leaninS, etc.) to focus

concentration.
2. The group should lean gently from one foot to the other. At

this point, assuming you have done a unison Sroup warm-

up, allow the group to let go of unison focus and concen-

trate solely on the individual body and their own sense of

Tempo. Each person should shift her/his weight from foot

to foot in her/his own time now.

3. With an awareness of both Viewpoints (Shape and Tempo),

gradually begin to increase both: a knee beSins to bend, then

lill that same leg so that a walking motion is created, then

shift from foot to foot, leg to leg, getting faster until you find

yourself in a nice, comfortable, medium tempo, jogglng in
place. Maintain softfbcrs. Keep breathing. Through your sofi

/ba6, know exactly where you are in the room, on the floor,

and in relationship to those around you. Spot yourself. The

tendency while running in place in a circle will be for the

group to constantly rnove in and close down the circle, Stay-

itgir], solt focus, ftnd physical landmarks in the space to help

you remain in a f,xed place. Call this your medium tempo.

It's what feels i,? tfte niddle (co\rrfofiable) for you. Remelnber

it by obseNing how it makes you feel, breathe, see. You will
retum to it.

Note: Very often as you begin work in soft focus and ate

addressing the group, certain individuals will look at you as

soon as you begin speaking*the lure of language is power-

ful. Remind the group, or individuals, of sofi pcus as often as

necessaly.

4. Explain to the group that you will be adding tempos to both

s\des of t]ne medium tempo, Sradually increasing the ends of

the spectrum. when you clap your hands, the group should

shift into a tenlpo called slow. Then, on the next clap, switch

backto medium. With the next clap, add a fasf tempo. Then

clap again, atdback lo medium: soft focus , breathe, maintain

the circle.

5. Now add two more tempos to the .slow side of the spectrum.

Call them very slow ar.d the slowest you can go qnd still call it
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mo1)ement. With claps, switch unexpectedly to different tem-

pos, in different orders, and stay in those tempos for varying

lengths of time (this is Duration, a Viewpoint of Time). Then

add two more tempos on the lii.tf side of the spectrum: veryl

fast and hyper-speed. Hyper-speed should be pushed so that
people arc lunning in place as fast-but as light-as they

can.

When working in &sf tempos, balance on the inside

by maintaining a sense of calm, quiet, .tlow. This is similar

to the enphasls placed on control and ease when perform-

ing fight choreography. Each action contains itself and ifs

opposife. Practice running fasf ol, the outside al.d slow on the

il'tside. Then switch to slow c,l1 tlrc outside arrd fast on the in-

.side. When you decrease the tempo, do not let the energy

decrease.

ExERCISE l: TEMPO ON A GRID

1. The group rur.s i\ a medium jog. On a hand clap, they turn
to their riSht and run in a circle. They are now travelinS

through space instead of running in place. Maintain a con-

stant distance between bodies. With sof focus, be aware of

the entire group, the entire circle, become aware that the cir-

cle is a Topography.

2. With the next hand clap, the group switches out of the cir-

cle to work on a new TopoSraphy-a 37id. Imagine a series of

straiSht lines, cdsscrossing each other at ninety-deglee angles

on the ground, like a giant piece of Sraph paper on the floor.

The angles correspond to the walls of the room, eliminating

all curyes and diagonals. With this next hand clap, the Sroup
now rnoves an).where along the lines of this imagined grid

on the floor. They do not need to stay together in a group; in-

dividuals are free to explore the grid in any direction.

3. Keep your focus on Tempo-trow fast you are Soir)8, Corltin-

uing to work on the grid and in so/t focas, begin to add

switches of ternpo at your own will. Individuals are now
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working on their own, simply movinS along the Srid in var-

ious patterns and at various tempos. Notice if there are tem-

pos you stay away from or resist-then add theml lnclude

hyper-speed and the slowest you can go Lru) still call it movement.

Notice when you get bored. What do you have to do to sur-

prise yourself? As you continue working on the Srid with

s$,itches of tempo, it is useful to add ara'areness of another

Viewpoint: Duration.

DURATION

Tempo asks you to be awarc ol how fast you perform an action;

Duration asks you to be aware of ftow lofls you stay in that action

and/or tempo. [n reachinS your hand o:ut in a very slow ternpo

you might choose to stay in it for three seconds or ten. Or, fol-

lowing one of Pinter's stage-direction pauses, how do you know

when to speak the next line or let the silence sit another three

beats? Practicing Duration increases the performer's ability to
sense how long is long enough to make somethinS happen on-

stage and, conversely, how tong is too long so that something

starts to die.

ln introducing Duration, it is helpfut to choose one action

that remains constant (in this case, moying on a Srid), used in con-

junction with switches of tempo, so that the individual does not

need to concentrate on wha, s/he is doing, only on &ow long.

EXERCISE 4: DURATION AND TEMPO ON THE GRID

Now that the group has been working on the Srid with switches of

tempo, ask the participants to become aware of Patterns that are

emerSing. Not only which tempos they tend to rely on or iSnore,

but also how often they are switching tempos. Note aloud to the

group that almost everyone is Probably switching her/his ternpo

regularly, rhythmically, and in short bursts. This is a standard, fall-

back position when it comes to Duration.
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As with aU the individual Viewpoints, we tend to live in a

nedium arca with Duration, a Sray zone, in which thinSs last a

comfortable, average, seemingly coherent amount of time. We

tend to shy away from things that last very lot18, or change very

quickly, i.e., very short.

With this in rnind, work on the grid, continuing with
changes of tempo, but putting ninety percent ofyour focus on Du-

ration now. Stay in ternpos longer than feels comfortable, or

shorter. As you nlove on the Srid now you are experimenting not
only with how fast you go but how long you stay in each speed.

Be aware of a kind of Morse code that you are creating over

time-longer dashes, shorter dots. Interest you[elf. Suq)rise your-

self. Meaning is created over time by how different durations are

combined with each other: Loooooooooooong-short-short-short!

Medium-medium-medium-rnediunl-short-mediun].

To expand on the above:

1 . After adding changes of telnpo and duration, add changes of
direction or the grid. Now people can move forward, back-

ward or sideways.

2. Add changes ofleve,s, so that the grid in the mind's eye is not

two-dimensional on the floor, but three-dinensional in
space. Now people can travel on tiptoe, as hiSh as possible,

or in a crawl or slither, as low as possible. Make sure that
focus stays on Tempo and Duration and that, in adding

awareness of vertical space and dilferent ways of traveling,

people do not become engaged in playing with Shape.

3. Add stops and st,r/tJ.

4. For a time, forget everything but top speed and sti//,:t?ss. Those

are the only two choices. Devour space with no fear. See

thrcugh your back. Keep the inside and outside energy bal-

ancing each other, so that you work with a sense of inner

calm and slowness when you are traveling at hyper-speed,

and a sense of inner momentum when you are travelirlS

slowly.

5. You, as group leader, will be able tell if someone has prede-

termined where they are going to stop or when they are

IT
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going to start. Point this out. Say: "I can see where you/re

going to stop because you've aheady decided." Keep re-

minding them to surprise themselves.

KINESTHETIC RESPONSE

EXERCISE 5: INTRODUCING KINESTHETIC RESPONSE
ON THE GRID

Continuing to work with srops and sfads on the grid, start to shift
the bulk ofyour focus away ftom Tempo and Duration and toward

Kinesthetic Response. Kinesthetic Response is your spontaneous

physical reaction to movernent outside yourself. Put your focus on

other bodies in the space, and let your stops and starts be deter-

mired by tllem. Lel the decision to move or be stilt be made by
when others affect you, when they pass you, start around you, stop

around you, etc. In focusing on Kinesthetic Response, you are now
working on when you move rather than how fast (Tempo) or ho,
io4g (Duration).

A crucial momenr in Viewpoints training.

Until this moment, individuals have been playing with Tempo and

Duration in their own way on the grid. This is the moment when we

intuoduce the imperative of rclinquishing choice (at least for the mo-

ment). It is no longer for you to choose what is ght or wrong,

good or bad-but to use everythitt\.lf someone runs by you-use it!
If the group suddenly shifts into slow motion-use it! Let every-

thing change you. Although this is one of the most difficult stages

of the process, it can also be the most fteeing. This is the moment
when you take the onus off the individual to "be irteresting," to

"be inventive," to "come up with stuff." If the individual is open,

listens witlr her/his whole body, sees the world through soft focus,

s/he need only receive and react.
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This is Kinesthetic Response (a Vier4?oint of Time): the im-
rnediate, uncensorcd response to an external event around you.

REPETITION

ExERCISE 6: INTRODUCING REPETITION ON THE GRID

Next, focus on Repetition. Let when you move (Kinesthetic Re-

sponse), how you rnove (Tempo) and for how long you move (Du-

ration) be determined by Repetition.

1. Let go of thinking about Tempo, Duration and Kinesthetic

Response, Concentrate on Repetition. All your movenent
now should be determined by repeating someone else, either

their path, their direction, their speed, their stops and starts/

etc. Follow someone, shadow her/him, Don't get caught

with one person. Constantly switch to a new person as s/he

comes into your field of play.

2. Practice repeating off someone far away ftom you as well as

someone near you.

3. Now repeat off two people instead of iust one. Work with
repetition of one pelson's fToor patteru and another person's

ten]Po.

4, Make use of yout awarefless o'i Repetition over time, so that
you can now recycle and incorporate rnovement that oc-

curred earlier in the exercise. Let younelf be carded away,

thrown around the grid, bounced between other bodies, re-

peatitg everythiflg lhat you see and hear, with your rofi foc&s

and by listening throuSh your back, so that you are using

movement that is occu ing on all sides of you, not iust in
front.
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SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP

EXERCISE 7r INTRODUCING SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP
ON THE GRID

1. The group moves on the gdd, relaxing attention, letting in-
stinct ca y them, rather than being guided by one particu-

lar Viewpoint. Allow this to go on for a minute or two, or
until the group is moying freely and naturally, without im-
posing ideas on their movement patterns. Clap your hands

to have the group stop, to hold in stillness.

2. Ask the participants to notice the space between themselves

and others. The distance between bodies. This is Spatial Re-

lationship. Ask them to notice how even all the space is
(which it will more or less be at this point in the training).

As we've noted before while introducing other View-
points, we tend to operate in a space which is very middle-
of-the-road, without extemes, with great safety and comfort.
In Spatial Relationship this tanslates to a consistency of dis-

tance between bodies, usually two to five feet. This is the dis-

tance from other in which we spend most of our lives. Itt the
distance we haye while chatting, when shaking hands, when
eating a meal. We tend to keep this cushion of space as pro-

tection, and when we start to increase or decrease this space,

we start to create dynamic, event, relqtionship.

3. With your next clap, the group begins moving on the grid

again, at ninety-degree angles-this time working with an

acute awareness of the space. Let them know that this time
they should let themselves make decisions about when and

where to go based only on where other people are. They

should work in the extremes of going either close ta ot far
away from others. Try to work spontaneously. Change as

other people change around you.

4. Stop the $oup again with a clap. Notice how the spatial re-

lationships in the group have changed: they are more inter-

esting, rnore noticeable, more potent. Something begins to
occul in space when we pay attention to lt.
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5. After introducing individual Viewpoints on the grid, you can

do exercises that combine Viewpoints or ingredients in var-

ious ways while working on the Srid:

E Work on the gdd with only hyper-speed or stillness-

Riln with no fear. Run with abandon. Run with trust,

tr Work on the grid with l€vel and Spatial Relation-

ship.

ll Work on the grid with or.ly hyper-speed or stilr,ess,

incorporating levels and Spatial Relationship, etc.

You can give structure in any conlbination that you assess is

most challenging or helpful for the particular group.

TOPOGRAPHY

Transition from the Grid: Introducing
Topography

1. BAsrc pArrERNs. Introduce Topography by pointing out that

the grid is itself a topography, that the group aheady has

been working with Topography. Now change the image of

the grid into a series of circles. Work on curves and swirls.

Change from circtes to zigzags or diagonals.

While working on the gfid you may have introduced

le?e/s-asking the group to imagine the gdd as not iust two-

dimensional (the floor only), but three-dimensional, going

up and into the room as an imaginary structure. With this

image in mind, the Sroup can explore heisht and .lepth on

the grid, working in a topography which is a multidimen-

sional landscape rather than solely a floor pattern.

2. PATNTTNG oNTHE FLooR. Let the grid dissolve below your feet,

and in its place imagine a new toPography of your own

creation. (At this point, each individual needs to let go of

the group focus and tum to a solo focus.) Imagine that the

soles of your feet have red paint on them, and you are now

I
I
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painting the floor. Cleate various topographies by pdinriflS

on the flool. Work in constantly shifting combinations of
circles and zigzags and straight lines.

3. stzE oF cANVAs. Return to one basic floor pattern for a mo-

rnent. Maintain this exact pattern while changing the size of

it. lf you've been working with small circles, expand them
to take up the whole room; if you've been trave$ing across

the entire floo! use the same floor pattern to work in minia-

ture on a single corner, etc,

4. sHApE oF cANVAS. Next, add an a$?reness of shape ol play-

ing space. Ifyou are working in a corne, actually define it on

the floor for yourself with an invisible boundary. Work inside

of a square. Or work inside of a circle in the center of the

room. or work inside of an oblong on the farthest down-

stage edge of the playing space (we often refer to this ex-

treme downstage area as il1 one, a tetm dedved from
vaudeville). You are now working wilh pattem itself, size of.

pattem and Jfuape of playing space.

As you work with shLlpe of playit\g space, size of play-

ing space ar.d pattem within playil.g space, change one but
maintain the other two. For instance, if you arc working with
zigzags, do so within a small squarc. Now change floor pat-

tern to become circles within the circle. Now maintain the

pattern (i.e., the circles), but change the shape of the playing

space, i.e., making circles within a triangle. Now change the

size of the playing space by enlarging the triangle to reach

into three corners of the room.

In the beginning it is often necessary, when working on Topogra-

ph, for the group to maintain a ten-percent awareness on Tempo.

The natural inclination of any group will be to work on Topogra-

phy it a fastbut edsl tempo (iust as we will discover later that it is
natural to at first work on Shape in a slow tempo). By working on To-

pography in a very f,iJf or slow tempo, new patterns will emerge.

If you need to take a break, you could do it at this stage in
the process, before introducing the viewpoints of Shape, Gesture

and Architecture. Make sure that you do not take too long a break
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before finishing the introduction of all the Viewpoints and put-

ting them together in either Open Viewpoints or Lane Work Ooth
of which are described in detail in the following chapter). A two-

or five-minute reftesher (allowing people to use the bathroom or

get a ddnk of water) is line, but a fifteen-minute break, allowing

time to cool down and/or revert to being in one's head, is not. It
is very useful in the ,irst sessions of Viewpoints training to prsh

the group-to lead them into a state of heiShtened and dernand-

ing physicality and rnental concentration.

SHAPE

ExERCISE 8: INTRODUCING SHAPE,THE BASICS

1. LrNEs. Everyone stands alone somewhere in the space, fo-

cusing on her/his body, beginning in a neutral, relaxed po-

sition (.Jo/t focus). Become aware that your body is already

makng a shape, i.e., an outline against space, a silhouette.

Get a clear sense of this shape as if against an expanse of sky,

or a cyclorama. Remaining in your spot, begin to crcate new

shapes by rnoving parts of your body, concentrating first on

shapes which are linear or angular. (ln painting it is conmon
practice to deconstruct and understand form as a combina-

tion of lines and cuNes.) Make only shapes which include

angle, lines, hard edges. Use parts of your body other than
just arms and legs: use your elbow, knee, tongue. Continue

awareness ot legibility, i.e., how easy the shape ls to read

from the outside.

2. cuRvEs. Now take the shapes you are rnaking and translate

them into shapes which arc curved ot circurar. Every shape

should now be compdsed only of rounded lines and edges.

Note the different feeling that is evoked for you by curves

instead of angles.

3. coMBrNArroN. Combine lines and curves in your body by

isolating different body pats and having one in a straight

line and another in a Sentle curve, Experiment with different
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combinations. Create contrast and,uxtaposition and tension

in your various shapes.

4. FLutDtry AND spoNTANErrY Note how you are making a

shape, stopping, then starting a new one. Try to keep the

movement fluid, so one shape leads to the next, so the

process is of one sh ape evolving into another. Let the shape it-

self lead you, rather than you leading the shape. Next, add

changes of tempo and note how different tempos lead to dif-
ferent kinds of shapes. Let the varying tempos kick you into
spontaneity; working at a faster tempo will give you less time

to predetermine.

5. TRAVELTNG. Shape can be either stationary or moving. Take

the exact shape you are in and begin moving through the

space with it, allowing the shape itself to dictate a new prob-

ably unusual, way of traversing space. As you cross the room,

allow the shape to evolve. Iind new shapes that you can

travel in/with.
6. orHERs. Shape can be created solo or with others, As you

travel around the space in Shape, allow contact with other

shapes (people in this case). Allow youl shapes to merge and

shift so that you are now creating o,1e shape ftom two bod-

ies or three bodies.

At this point, the usual tendency for a group while

working on Shape is to tum the shapes inward, becoming a

single amorphous blob of slithering bodies. The group will
most likely end up on the floor, entangled in each other in
an imprecise mass, without legible definition. You will need

to point this out, ask them to note it. Encourage them to

work with one or two othe$, making strong, graphic shapes

that tum out instead of in.
7. TRAVELTNG wtTH orHERs. Take the shape you are in with

your partner(s) and travel. As you go, allow it to change. As

you meet others, disengage tiom your odginal shape part-

ner(s) and find yourself in new shapes with new partner(s).

Pnctlce firuling lourself somewhere, in some position, in
some shape, without planning it. Allow things to happen.

Open up to surprise encounter5.
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G ESTU RE

ln working on Gesture we will be investigating two categories: Be-

lravioral and Expressive. Behavioral Gestures are those that belong

lo everyday life, that are part of human behavior as we know and

( )l)serve it. These are things that people actually do in real life:

ways of movinS, watking, communicating. Expressive Gestures are

t lrose that belong to the interior rather than the exterior world (of

l)ehavior); they express leeling or meaning which is not otherwise

(lirectty manifest. One could say that Behavioral Gestures are p/o-

\.iic and Expressive Gestures are poefic.

EXERCISE 9: EXPRESSIVE GESTURE

l. sTARTING. lf you are transitioning from the introduction of

Shape, it is best to work on Expressive Gesture tust' Begin by

sirnply encouraging the group to think of what they are

doing no longer as Shape but as Expressive Gesture What

will shift is that we arc now working with (1) something De-

hi,r(, the movemertt (a feelinS, thought, idea); ard (2) a be-

ginning, Iniddle arld end to the movement.

2. EXPRESSING EMOTIONS. ExpreSS solnethin8 with your gestule'

Express a feeling. Make a gesture that expresses a feeling of

lol. Make a gesture that expresses a teeling of dngei'' Make a

gesture that expresses a feeling of feat. Make a gesture that

expresses a feeling of sadfless. Move through space with that

gesture. Repeat it. Re6ne it. Let it evolve'

3. EXPRESSING lDEAs. Now work on gestures that express an

idea. for instance, express the idea of fleedom in a move-

ment. Express the concept of iustice. Now do the same for

war, balance, ch^os, the cosmos.

It's useful to ask the Sroup to note those parts of the body

the, tend to rely on, and those they iSnore. AII nine View-

points can serve as a personal litmus test, a nlethod for 8au8-

ing where the individual's strengths and weaknesses lie, what

habits are repeated and what terdtory is unexplored'
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4. usrNG youR wHoLE BoDy, Include the parts of youl body
that you're not used to working with-incl[de all parts of
your body. Work from the feet to the head; make an Expres-

sive Gesture first with your toes, then your heels, then your
whole foot, then your ankles, etc.

ExERCISE l0: BEHAVIORAL GESTURE

1. START|NG. Take whatever gesture you are in and let it evolve
from an Expressive one to a Behavioral one. This means tak-
ing something relatively abstract, which you would not nor-
mally see someone do, and transforming it into something
relatively concrete, which you might tikely see someone do
on the street, in the home, at the office.

It is important that as the group is led through gener-
ating a mass and vadety of gestures in the following steps,

that they are pushed to do so quickly, without premedita-
tion or iudgment. Undoubtedly, what will emerge from this
initial pool of gestues will be full of cliche and stereotype.
This is not only okay, it is errcouraged. It's important that we
begin with exactly who we are, what we think, what we pre-

conceive, rather than some notion we have of who we Jhould
be and how we should tlrink. Once again, if we work spon-
taneously and honestl, Viewpoints training is an invitation
to see ourselves, a gateway to greater consciousness.

2. BoDy AND HEALTH. Create gestures that give information
about a person's body and physical health. These include
wounds, scars, disabilities; responses to/expressions of health
and illness, such as a sneeze, yawn, buoyant walk, rolling of
the neck, etc.; and reactions to weather, such as shivering, a

wipe of sweat, fanning oneself, buttoning up, putting a hand
out to feel rain or snow etc.

3. TIME pERroD AND cuLTUREs. Make gestures that belong to a

speciflc period or culture, for instance, gestures that are Eliz-
abethan or.Jacobean; gestures that are of the 1920s, the
1950s or 1960s; gestures that are only of "now"; or gestures
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that are specific to French, ltalian or German cultures. See if
specif,c pedods evoke specific tempos, shapes, uses of archi-

tecture. For instance, when working on Sestures of the 192Os,

you might notice how the Sroup moves quickly, in staccato

bursts, employs shapes that are more angular than round,

etc. Ask the Sroup to note these emerging pattems.

This is an important way in which Viewpoints train-

in8 can lead directly into the rehearsal process, either when

working on an extant text or in generating an odginal piece.

It is lhe point-qnd-n r7,fle method for creating a vocabulary for

the specitic piece (see Chapter 10, Viewpoints in Rehearsal).

By poitlting to and nalrini patterns that emerge ftom a given

theme or subject, you begin to define a specific physical vo-

cabulary for your production according to its specific thenres

and subiect.

4. rDtosyNcRAstEs. Make gestures that tell of a person's eccen-

tdcities, quirks, and/or habits: a twitch, a way of scratchinS,

cocking the head, curlinS the lips, a nose scrunch, a foot tap/

an odd bend of the elbow.

5. GENRE. Make gestures that belong to specific genres, for

instance:

r] What are gestures that belong to 6lm noir?

E What are gestures that belong to the Western?

tr What are gestures that belong to slapstick, quiz

shows, nineteenth century melodrama, commedia

dell'arte, and so on?

6. coNNoTATioN. Make a series of gestures that sa), something,

that have thought and/or intention behind them. For ex-

ample, in terms of intention, make a gesture that fulills your

intention ol sedtcing someone or hurting someone; work on

"to entertain" or "to warn" or "to quiet."

For gestures that have thought or words behind them,

express the words through Gesture. For example, say the fol-

lowing through Gesture: "Hello," "Screw you," "what's
up?" "Come here," "Enough!" etc. Make more Sestures.
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Communicate. If you allow the group to communicate in a
direct fashlon with one another through Gesture, remind
them of JoE &.l,s so that the exchange happens through
Gesture and without eye contact.

As a variation, and to increase specificity, you can work
in greater depth on one or two phrases, playing with degree

and relationship. For instance, make a gesture for: "Hello,"
then repeat this as if to someone you know well, then as if
to someone you've never met before. Make new gestures for:

"Nice to meet you." Make a gesture that says: "Hiya!" more

than just: "Helto." Then, through Gesture, continue with
vadations of: "Hail," "Welcome," "Greetingsl" "Hey there,"
"'S']up?"

7. uslNc youR wHolE BoDy. Use more parts of your body to
generate Behavioral Gestures. Use smaller parts: a finger, a

toe, an eyebrow the corner of your lip.

ARCH ITECTURE

ExERCISE I l: INTRODUCING ARCHITECTURE

1. THE FLooR BENEATH youR FEET. Shift your awareness to the
architecture which is dlre.idl there, with which you arc al-

rea.ly wotkit'tg (albeit probably unconsciously). We always,

in some way large or small, position ou$elves in relation to
mass; to walls, ob;ects we sit in or stand near or far from,
posts we lean on, tables we rcst on, space we center ourselves

in or find the comers of, etc.

Notice your feet on the ground. Is there any pattern
or tape on the floor? Notice the walls and how near or far
they are from you. How is the light coming into the rooln?
What is the texture of the wood your hand is on? Become

acutely aware of exactly where you are and let this archi-
tecture inform your movement. Dance with the room. Let

it tell you what to do, where to go, how to move. Let the
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2.

room determine your shapes, your Sestures, your tempos,

your topographies.

soLrD r4Ass. Let different solid masses within ttre space give

you movement. Dance off the shape of a chair. Walk along

the wall. Climb the ledge. Lean on the pole.

TEXTURE. Focus not on the mass and weight and stucture of
an element, but on its texture-not what it is, but of what it
is made.7f yoll are working with a mask, become aware of
whether it is cloth or rnetal or wood, whether it is hot or

cold-let that inform your tempo, yo17r size, etc. Move

around the room letting your dance change according to

what matedals you touch.

LrcHT. Dance off the light in the room. Work off the pattem

of light fixtures or whete the window is. Work with or

against light. Move ln or out of it. Make shadows.

5. coloR. Dance off color in the room. Maybe you move to

and from spots of red in the room, or your rnovement is in-

spired by the color of the clothes that others are wearing.

Perhaps red becomes a motif and suggests a story or a theme.

At any event, you are practicing sensitivity to patterns of
color that are normally overlooked.

6. oBlEcrs. Dance with smaller obiects or props in the space.

Find objects that move, that can travel across the roorn

with you or that open and close; a chair, broom, book,

clothing rack, paint can. Move with that obiect. Develop a

relationship with it. Let it taunt you, challenge you, give

you an obstacle. Play with it. Turn it into something else.

See it and exploit it for its raw qualities rather than its func-

tional ones.

7, TNcLUDTNG oTHERs. Let in the objects that people around

you are using-ioin them. Do not get attached to your own

activity to the exclusion of what actually passes in front of

your path. Move on to another event in the room . . . and

another.

8. rHE wHoLE sPAcE. At this point the group will most likely

still be workinS within the implicit perimeters of their p/4/-

in{ arca. Er,cowage them to let in the whole space, not iust

4.
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a polite and preconceived notion of what is or is not sfage

space. Tell them to break the fourth wall. Co behind the ta-
bles. Use the risers, the garbage can, the door to the hallway.

See and include the entirety of the room within which you
are working-not iust where therc is light or empty floor

9. DrsrANT ARCH|TECTURE. Shift your focus so that you are no
longer working exclusively off the architecture under your
feet or in your hand, but also the architecture that is far
away, across the room. Dance off the opposite door. Be in di-
alogue with a distant obrect.

ENDING THE FIRST BIG SESSION

Gradually reintroduce Viewpoints. You should remind the partic-
ipants that they are now working with all the Viewpoints: Archi-
tecture, Shape, Gesture, Topography, Kinesthetic Response,

Repetition, Spatial Relationship, Tempo and Duration. Atlow the

$oup to work in Open Viewpoints while occasionally reminding
them of the individual Viewpoints they seem to be unaware of.
Your coaching can help kick them into a new alive place. Let them
work with all the Viewpoints, using the whole space, for ten to fif-
teen minutes. Then stop them. Ask them to hold where they are,

to breathe, be aware of the energy around them, be aware of the
Viewpoints, their own Spatial Relationship and Shape, etc. Tell them:
"Close your eyes. Become aware of all that you sense through
smell, sound, energy." Make them recognize how naturally dom!
nant the eyes are, and how much more infomation there is to take

in when they no Ionger rely on vision. And tell them to relri.x.

Additional Exercises for Focusing on
lndividual Viewpoints

There are many ways to introduce the individual Viewpoints. An-
other sequence we have often used is: (1) Spatial Relationship, (2)

add Kinesthetic Response, (3) add Tempo, (4) add Duration.
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EXERCISE I : ALTERNATIVE
SPATIAL RELATIONSH IP IN

FOR INTRODUCING
OPEN SPACE

Spatial Relationship is a Sood Viewpoint to start with on the sec-

ond or third day of training, or to begin a review session. It sim-

ply focuses the indiyidual's attention immediately on the group,

on experiencilrg herself/himself as part of a larger whole. You can

start work on Spatial Relationship in ar) easy, laid-back fashion sim-

ply by asking the $oup to begin moving around the space (with

whatever energy they bdng in that dar. Start wherc you are, with

what you have, become aware of what is happening around you and

tet that carry you. Remove all pressurc to invent or entertain.

EXERCISE 2: FIRST FOCUS EXTREME DISTANCES

The group moves around the space in any tempo, including sf4ltj

and Jfops (as always, in soft focus). Put focus on Spatial Relation-

ship. Notice when you start to feel sonething happen. work with
more extreme spatial relationships. Go radically close to sonleone:

touch thern, hear their breathinS, smell them. Then work with
someone far away from you: feel the tension, increase it, make the

space more taut. In this exercise the only goal is to maintain e1-

t/cme proxinlity or distance, to live in this state of aliveness, to be

sensitive to when it dies and nothing is happening, and stat the

motor of occurrence again simply by moving closer or farther

away ftom another body.

ExERCISE 3: LINES AND CLUSTERS

lmagine yourself as pirlp cks oI ti8ht, as dots on a Lite Brite set,

forming distinct constellatiots and patterns. Form and dissolve

and reform. Make clusters, lines, sr4rirls. If the SrouP at this point

is working without strong definition of patterns, encourage thern

to focus solely on creating lines together, and holding in that par-

ticular spatiat relationship until everyone is still and they can all

feel the spatial relationship. Then ask one person to begin movinS,
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to go anfvhere and stop, and others to instantly work off that by
moving to a new position, which creates a new line with a new

length or diagonal, etc., off the person you asked to move first.

You can practice the same thing when creating clustels.

EXERCISE 4: NUMBERS

Continue working on Spatial Relationship by focusing on dyna-

mics created through numbers. Let's say the group has twelve

members in it, Ask them to work one against eleven, to move in
the space with an awareness of Spatial Relationship but at all tines
being in a forrnation of eleven individuals in contrast to one in-
dividual (this might mean the eleven go to one side of the room

and the one to the other, or it might mean that the eleven form a

circle around the one, etc.). You can change the numbers to, for
example, six agalnst six, or six pai$ of two.

EXERCISE 5: FLOOR PATTERN-EXPRESSING CHARACTER

Think of someone in your life who has a strong stamp, either a

strong effect on you or an especially colorful personality. Express

herlhis character in a floor pattern. Is this someone who is very di-
rected and moves in straight lines, or is dris someone who is "all over

the place" and makes aJackson Pollock on the floor, or is this some-

one who likes to take up space, or is this someone who hides in the
outskirts? Choose another person and work on expressing her/hiln,
her/his essence as you sense it, in a floor pattern. Choose another.

Make sure the three people are clearly differentiated.

EXERCISE 6: FLOOR PATTERN-LIFE STORY

Express the story of your life through a topography. Create a floor
pattern which has a ioumey (a clear beginning, middle and end),

and with switches inside of it that corespond to chapters of yo]ut
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life: Does your life begin in a small way or a big way? Are your

early years linear or circular? Is there a period during which you

simply stop? Do you go back and repeat patterrs? Is there a time
during which you shoot unexpectedly ahead? Is there even a clear

direction, a goal-or is the path meandedng?

Altenntive. Have an individual show her/his story. You can

then ask members of the Sroup who were watching to tell the story

as they perceived it. There is no right or wrong here-it's not a

guessing game, but an opportunity to note what was legible, ex-

pressive, movinS.

Alternative. Have an individual do her/his story while speak-

ing ftom inside of it, in fint-person present tense. S/he does not
need to dct, force events or explain anythinS. S/he should simply

verbalize a stream-of-consciousness, to he$elf/himself (but loud

enough for all to hear), which is anything and everything that
comes up with or about that particulat chapter of life 4s s/he is o(
periencing if. For example, "['m so small . . . I'm running around

here in this circle because I don't know what anyone wants of me

. . . Mornmy tells me this . . . Daddy tells me that . . . circle, circle,

more circle . . . What?l I'm stopping, I'm stopped-something's
changing-look there's a way out . . . I follow it. What is it? A

line-l can walk it, I'rn going to school now I know what I'm
doing. I can read, I read a lot, I read on this line-whoa! another

circle-I'm confused again . . ."

This exercise works well for a group that is iust getting to

know each otheU it offers a way of looking at and discussing a sin-

gle Viewpoint, but also demands courage on the part of its volun-

teers and a personalizing of Viewpoints training so that the Sroup
immediately learns the emotional, rather than the theoretical,

power of the work at hand.

ExERCISE 7: TO POG RAPHY-AN D THE GROUP

Work on creating individual Topography. Add awareness of Tempo

and Duration. After some time, add awareness of Repetition (this

wilt lead the group back into a state of working as one again).
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Allow individual topographies to change based on what othe$ are

giving. Allow topographies to emerge from several (or many) peo-

ple working as one. Add Kinesthetic Response, so that when

topographies (direction, pattem, etc.) shift, it is based on some-

thing that occurs ftom the outside (another group or individual).

EXERCISE 8: SHAPE-THE RIVER

Stand in a circle. One person runs into the center of the circle and

makes and holds a shape. Another person runs into the centel of

the circle and adds a shape to the first shape, making a new shape

out of both. Add a third pe6on, a fourth, etc., until the whole

group has run in and contributed to one overall shape. Choose

two or three people to remain in the center and ask everyone else

to step out and observe the shape created by those who are left.

(The people you choose to keep in the center should, of course, be

in a shape which is stronS, clear, dynamic and useful.) Have the

outside group look at the center shape together, obseNe it, point

out what is strong about the shape.

Note opposition if and when it occurs; note Repetition if and

when it occurs; note that powerful shapes often haYe at out fot

every irr. (Shape, or more specifically the Shape of sculptural form,

is "quite simply the art of depression and protuberance," wrote

the sculptor Auguste Rodin.)

Then, break those two or three center people, return every-

one one by one into the circle, and. repeat,

EXERcISE 9: SHAPE-TAG SHAPE

Stand in a circle, One petson runs in to the center of the circle and

makes a shape. A second person runs in and adds to it. As the third

person runs in, the first person comes out of the center. As the

fourth person runs in, the second person comes out; as the frfth

runs in, the third comes out, etc. There should always be a shape

in the center, comprised of two bodies*no more, no less.
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This exercise encourages the group to make shapes without

thinking about it. The most important thing is to keep the flow

and rnomentum going, to establish a rhythm within the group'

Soft focus. Become a vessel for Shape. Begin traveling with Shape,

concentrating on the tension and constant interplay between ex-

tet$ion arld contracrion: open and close, out and in. Let Shape take

you on a joumey. As you travel, allow others to affect youl ioumey'

Respond, in Shape, to Shape. Make choices based on other people's

shapes, their patterns of expansion and contraction, and let their

shapes lead you on a joumey. Let them take you over, let them

give you direction, Suide you around the space'

EXERCISE I l: ARCH ITECTURE

Gather the group in the center of the room. Ask them to look

around and see the room as a stage set, to find a specific piece of

architecture that inspires movement. Then ask for one volunteer

to run to her/his selected sef and perform a repeated action with

(or off ot) it. Ask another person to run and ioin' Let the two de-

velop their movement in the Siven setting. Brirg them back to the

group. Ask for another volunteer. Repeat.

ln this exercise it is important that you steer the Sroup away

from the literal and the obvious. They should be encouraged to

move without knowing why, to perform action without knowing

what it is.

This is a Sood example of Viewpoints training as the prac-

tice ol i aginqtiott and spontaneity. When we know what a door is

and what it can do, we limit both ourselves and the possibility of

the door. When we are open to its size and texture and' shapt' a

door can become anythinS, and everythinS The gift of View-

points training is allowing us to see old things in news ways-to

wake up the sleeping form-to exPerience the room as if for the

T
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first time, to find surpdsing and new possibility in ourselves, our

environment and our art.

OBSERVATIONS

To do the "not-to-do," or: "Pay no attention

to the man behind the curtain."

One of the problems that often arises in early Viewpoints training

is the fact that while a.ll the work is designed to get the participants

out of their heads, you are introducing ideas and instructions that

require thought. They are Iistening to your words, it is impossible

not to think, it's like saying: "Do not imagine pink elephants," or,
i/Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain." Acknowledge

this dilemma with the group. It is natural and unavoidable You

practice Viewpoints to become more conscious. But in the begin-

ning, you will feel sefconscious. Later, with practice and Perse-

verance, this self-consciousness dissolves into a kind of
h,?er-consciousness-a constant state of heightened awareness

that is achieved without effort or thought. It simply becomes part

of who you are and how you perceive the world.

The Gray Zone: "wenn schon, dann schon."

Use the early Viewpoints training to exit the Gray Zone, where

things are expected, safe, comfortable, rniddle-of-the-road. Enter

the state of mind which the Germans refer to as "wenn schon,

dann schon," an expression that translates literally to: "When
aheady, then aheady," but is commonly used to mean: "lf then,

then then," or, "If you do it, do if." Do it all the way. Live in the

extreme. By pushing ourelves into the furthest reaches of Tempo

and Distance and Shape, for instance, we become mote
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t omfortable with these extremes and are therefore more likely to

call on them when needed in our work; the expressive range of

lhe artist is widened. Once again, the training is about opening up

l)ossibility and providing you with more choice.

Eventually you will return to an area of nuance and subtlety,

l)ut by then the "gray" will be chosen and shaped by you, as

opposed to it being a necessary fallback position spdnging from

lear. Ior today, live in the black-and-white; be def,nite, cleat bold,

radical.

The litmus test-ViewPoints as a mirror.

'l'he Individual Viewpoints provide a litmus test for the individual

performer: they serye as a checklist for assessing abilities and lim-

itations. Encourage the Sroup to pay attention to their individual

Ieanings and avoidances, to parts of the body that are hurt or hid-

den, to fallback positions and unconscious patterns.

In beginning Viewpoints work, one cannot avoid seeing one-

self. lndividuals become hyper-aware of all sorts of things, from

how much they stand outside of themselves to how delayed their

reaction time is to how much they hate the tength of their arms

or the bounce of their walk. The miror becomes so big and horri

fying. But keep reminding the Sroup that the way 4/olfid is actu-

ally through. Self-consciousness is a kind of prison, consciousness

is freedom.

Practice what you Preach.

The most essential quality in teaching Viewpoints is being open

to what actually occu$ in the Sroup rather than what you had

hoped would occur. Viewpoints training needs practice on the

part of the instructor/leader/director as well as the participants'

The only tines we've witnessed Viewpoints "failing" is when the
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instructor has had a set and rigid way of teaching/ a prescribed

plan for the session. Teaching Viewpoints requires extreme aware-

ness on the part of the instructor. Remain open to the particular
obstacles and dynamics that arise within your group: adiust your
plan, stay on a single Viewpoint longer if necessary, skip another
if it's beneficial in the present moment, watch with an eagle eye

and lead the group according to what happens iz the moment*if
they take the session somewhere unexpected, go with it.

The practicing of Viewpoints by the pedormers and the
teaching of Viewpoints by the leader demand openness. The sce-

nario is the same as with acto$ entering a scene: know what you
want, enter, and be prepared to adiust to what you are given. Let
go of all preconceived ideas and be where you are. Listen. Receive.

Respond. Use if.

Tina's experience.

I went to teach a three-week session at the Steppenwolf summer
school. I had just closed a production (Bells Are Ringi g), flownin
on an early morning plane, and was in no mood to teach. I
arrived only to discover that we had been booked into a different
space than the one in which t had taught the previous summer.

The new space was the Steppenwolf Garage, currently being used

for a production, and the Viewpoints class was relegated to what
had become a lobby of sorts: a thin sliver of space defined by black

hanging velours with paintings displayed on them. I turned to
the administrator and complained: "You can't do Viewpoints in
here. You should know better! There's no room to move, and we'll
have to watch out for the paintings, which is the antithesis of
freedom and abandon! I can't work in here." He went out to see

if he could find another space. In the meantime, I sat down with
the students, begrudgingly introduced myself, and asked them
how their lirst day of school was the day before. They told me

that it was good except they sat around and talked too much.
Between the talking yesterday and the cold in the air on this
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nrorning, they couldn't wait to get up and move. Oh no! I
tllought for a moment, then told them how I was about to cancel

the session-and iust talk-but that would be against everything

I wanted to share with them about the value of Viewpoints. I told

them that for ne, above all else, Viewpoints is about learning to

work with what you are given: obstacle as opportunity. I took a

(leep brcath, and got us up on our feet to begilr traininS.

I finished with this Sroup after three weeks. In the last three

weeks of their nine-week summer session, they again practiced

Viewpoints but with another teacher (an actress in ChicaSo with

whour I had worked on three productions and whom I recom-

mended to continue the training). I returned to Chicago to watch

a tinal class, which included "presentations" in fuont of an audi-

ence. The group was well into Open Viewpoints (see Chapter 6)

when the teacher began adding key words, themes, directives. She

harl said earlier that the session was dedicated to: "flying, freedom,

play." The group was in the middle of developing an amazing se-

quence of danger and imbalance, when she said: "The thenle is

flr,i,1s. " Now sometimes it is wonderful to intentionally switch

gears in a radical fashion, to purposely slarn into the opposite,

however, in this case, it was clear that the teacher had this pre-

conceived "thenle" in mind, that it was a Soal she was Planning to

demonstrate to the small invited audience. It had nothing to do

with the experience the Sroup was deep inside of, and as a result,

they found it impossible to switch. I sat for about fifteen minutes

listening to the instructor continue to call out words that would

steer the Sroup in the direction she wanted. All the time, unpre-

dictable and profound moments were happening in front of hel,

yet she missed them as she continued to force the exPedence.


